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Let U(X, X,; R) be the (Green’s) function defined by the equations 
(A + k2) u = 8(X, X0), X,XoE8; 
u = 0, XEL%, X,Ecq 
lim R-tm I _ ,x, R I aUP I X I - iku I2 I dX I = 0, 
where d is the (2-dimensional) region exterior to a piecewise smooth star- 
shaped curve a. We obtain a rigorous asymptotic approximation of 
U(X, X,,; k) in the shadow S(X,,) of 99 under the assumption that&Y coincides 
with a circle 9. near the points of diffraction. 
In Part I, using a priori estimates obtained by Morawetz and Ludwig [3], 
we establish that if @ coincides with B. in the shadow, then 
U(X, X0; k) = U,(X, X0; k) [I + O(exp{- k1j3u})] 
as k -+ co, uniformly on every closed bounded subset of S(X,). Here 
V&Y, X0; k) is Green’s function for the case 9Y = ga , and o is a positive 
number independent of k and X. 
Using this result, we prove in Part II that if @ coincides with ga only near 
the points of diffraction, then 
u(X, X0; k) = u&C X0; k) [l + 0(-p{- k’W)l 
as k -+ CO, uniformly on every closed bounded subset S(X,) sufficiently far 
from W, where y is a positive number independent of k and X. 
The asymptotic approximations obtained in this study are believed to be 
the first ones established for solutions of diffraction problems with nonconvex 
boundaries. They were announced in [I]. These results generalize those 
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obtained by Bloom and Matkowsky [2]; they considered diffraction by infinite 
cylinders of convex cross section. A reasonably complete account of other 
literature on this subject is given in [2]. 
PART I 
Let U,(X, X0; k) be the solution of the scattering problem Pr: 
(i) [d + k2] U = 6(X, X0), X, X,, E b, (=exterior of closed curve ~4$); 
(ii) U=O, XE9J1(=p iecewise smooth and star-shaped); 
(iii) $2 s,*,=, ) aU/a / X j - ikU j2. 1 dX 1 = 0. 
Assume: (1) %I is obtained by deforming the portion of the circle 
58s (= (X : 1 X 1 = a}) “illuminated” by the “source” X0 into a piecewise 
smooth arc A, (see Fig. 1). 
(2) A, has no points on the tangents to 97s that pass through X0. 
(3) A, cuts g,, at a finite number of points. 
FIGURE 1 
THEOREM 1. As k -+ co, 
U,(X, X,,; k) = U,(X, X0; k) . [I + O(exp{-k1’3u})], 
uniformly in X for X E Slc(Xo). 
Here u is a positive number independent of X and k. The function 
U,(X, X,,; k) is the solution of the scattering problem P,,: 
(i)’ [A + k21 U = 6(X, X0), I X I , I X0 I > a; 
(ii)’ U = 0; 1 X / = a; 
(iii)’ 2~ I,,,,, 1 au/a I XI - ikU I2 * / dX 1 = 0. 
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S,(X,J is the “shadow” of L?& : X E S,(X,,) if and only if X E &r u L&, 
and the straight line through X and X,, cuts ~43~ at 2 distinct points S,<(X,) 
is any closed, bounded subset of &(X0) (see Fig. 2). 
, 
/’ 
FIGURE 2 
Applying Green’s second identity to U,(X’, X,,; k) and U&X, X’; k), and 
then integrating over the region 
we get the integral equation 
u,(x, x0; k) = u&r, X0; k) + &Y-, Xc,; k) - 4&Y X,,; 4, 
where 
11(x, -%; 4 = 1, no U&C x’; k) - 2 (xl, X0; k) 1 dx’ 1 , 
1 0 
and 
&(X, X,; k) = s, 2 (X, X’; k) . U&Y’, X,,; k) 1 dx’ I. 
In the last integral 
To prove Theorem 1 we show that as k - co, 
1,(X, X0; k) - 1,(X, X,,; k) = U,,(X, X0; k) * O(exp{- M3u}), 
uniformly in X for X E S,c(X,). Setting 
U&Y’, X,,; k) = Ui”‘(X’, X0; k) + + H$‘(k 1 X’ - X0 I), 
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(U;“)(z) = Hankel function of first kind of order zero), we get the integral 
equation 
where 
and the integral equation 
Iz(X, x0; k) = 121(X, x0; 4 + IZZ(X> x0; 49 
where 
I,,(X, X0; k) = + j-, 2 (X, X’; k) * Ht)(k 1 X’ - X0 1) 1 dX’ 1 
1,%(x, x0; k) = j-, f$’ (X, x’; k) * ut’(X’, Xc,; k) I dX’ I. 
Using Schwarz’ inequality, we derive the estimate 
W’, Xc,; k) < $5 I U&K x’; k)l 
I 0 
. [,,2 [I,,1 E$ (X’, X0; k) I2 1 dX’ ,jl” 
+ f,, /s (k I x’ - X, I) j I dx’ I] 9 
where Ll is the length of 3YI , and the estimate 
* (27ra)l” 
[ 
max 
~on21~on9, 
I u?(x’, 4,; 41 
+ [j-,o I Ht)(k I x’ - X,, I)\” - 1 dX’ f”] . 
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Morawetz and Ludwig [3] h ave obtained the following a priori estimates, 
as k-+ 00: 
+ k - ngx 1 H’“(k 1 x’ - x0 I)/) 
= O(k’l2), 
uniformly in X0 , X,, E (any closed subset of 6,) where T is the unit tangent 
to L4$ at x’. 
and 
(k 1 x’ - x, I) / * 1 dx’ ( = o(kq x0 p/y, 
(iii) S,I~~‘(kJX’-XX,l)12.idX’~=O(l~q~~’)+O(~), 
uniformly in X0 (I X0 ( > p > 0). 
Consequently, as k + 03, 
U-T X0; k) = Fn$ I 4&T X’; k)I * O(k1’2), 
1 0 
1,(X, X,,; k) = pax 
5Pon+--tB,n~l I 
2 (X, x’; k) ) * O({ln[ku/~]}1/2), 
uniformly in X0 for X,, E (any closed subset of ~9~). 
As k-+ oo, 
lJc’(X, X0; k) = O(k”2 * exp{k1’3(Im TJ am2”A<(X, X0)}), 
uniformly in X for X E S0L(X0) (= &‘(X,)); 
i&,(X, X’; k) = i O(k--l/2 * exp{ - k113(Im TJ a-a/3h,,,(X, X’)}), 
1 
2 (X, X’; k) = c O(kW . exp{ - k1i3(Im TJ a-s/“L(X, xl)}), 
1 
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uniformly in X’ and X for X’ E [.“A, n 8(,] u [B,, n E1 - g0 n #J and 
x E S,‘(X’) (C qyx”)). 
Here 21/3e2ni/3r, is that zero of the Airy function closest to zero, and 
U-F X0) = mm_;ln2 L(X X0), 
h,(X, X’) = a[] e - 8’ - arc cos[a/l X I] - arc cos[a/l X’ I]], 
X,(X, X’) = a[257 - 1 13 - 0’ 1 - arc cos[a/i X 11 - arc cos[a/l x’ I]], 
0 = arg X, and 0 = arg X’. 
Let & be the point on 
If 0 < ,9 < T, and 0 < 0 - 8, , then 
(i) h,(X, x0) = h,(X, X0), 0, = 0, 
(ii) h,(X, A?& = &Y, XJ + Pi, F&V > 0, and 
(iii) pcL1(X) > srnn ) pL1(X’) > d > 0. 
1 0 
Statements (i)-(iii) imply the inequality 
--h,(X, Xl) d --h<w, X0) - d (see Fig. 3). 
FIGURE 3 
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IfO~e~nandO3e-~~,then 
(i) A,(.& X0) = U-Y X0), 4 = 0, 
(ii) &&JC X0) > &(X, X0), 6, = 0, 
(iii) h(X, &)l~~=~ = 4(X &>Is,=z~ , 
(iv> WC 4) = M-X &Jlso=z~ + ~4-0 CL&V > 0, 
(4 cL2(X) 2 $$ ) P,W> 3 Ll > 0. 
1 0 
Statements (i)-(v) imply the inequality 
-&W, ;E,) < -A,(X, X0) - Ll (see Fig. 4). 
FIGURE 4 
If n < 0 < 2~ and 0 > 6 - 8, , then 
6) UK X0> = U-F X0>, 4 = 0, 
(ii) UX, &)l~~=~ = M-F -TJ~Q+~ , 
(iii) WC -Q = MX Xo)leo~n~ + k4-G ~4-9 > 0, 
(iv) ~07 > sq3$ ) P&U > d > 0. 
1 0 
Statements (i)-(iv) imply the inequality 
--h,(X A, < -WC X0) - d (see Fig. 5). 
Ifrr,<0<2rrandO<b-d1,then 
(i) h@, X0> = U% X0>, 4 = 0, 
(ii> UX X0) < UX, X0), 4 = 0, 
(iii> M-T 4) = UT -FJleo--o + ~.dx), k(X) > 0, 
(iv> CL&V 2 sT$ )bdX’) 3 d > 0. 
1 0 
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FIGURE 5 
Statements (i)-(iv) imply the inequality 
--h,(X, 21) d --h<v, X0) - A (see Fig. 6). 
FIGURE 6 
It follows from the above series of inequalities that for all X E SIi(XO) 
--h&T 21, d --X,(X, X0) - 4 
where A is positive and independent of X. 
Similarly, 
--h&F X2) < --A<(& X,) - A 
for all XE &=(X0). 
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Since 
it follows from the above estimates for U,(X, X’; K), aU,,(X, X’; k)/&, and 
U;‘(X, X,,; k), that as K + co, 
and 
= I U&X, X0; k)l * O(exp(- K113(Im pi) f~-~/~d}), 
au 
max 
~of3C+Q-l~, 
2(X, x’; K) 
= 1 U,(X, X0; K)I * O(K1/2 exp{- N3(Im 3-r) f~-~/~d}), 
uniformly in X for X E S,<(X,). 
We therefore conclude that as K -+ co, 
Il(X, X0; k) =gm;; I U,(X, x’; K)I . O(Ns) 
1 0 
and 
= 1 U,(X, X0; k)I * O(exp(- N3u}), 
= I U,(X, X0; A)/ + O(exp{- M3a}), 
uniformly in X for X E S,<(X,). 
PART II 
Let U,(X, X0; K) be the solution of the scattering problem P2: 
(i) [d + P] U = 6(X, X0), X, X,, E 8, (= exterior of closed curve s2); 
(ii) U = 0, X E g2 (= star-shaped deformation of ~39~); 
(4 jjz J,,,=, 1 auja (X [ - ikU 12 * I dX I = 0. 
Assume: (1) 99a is obtained by deforming the “dark” portion of ~3~ 
into a piecewise smooth arc A,; see Fig. 7. (2) A, cuts gr at a finite number 
of points. 
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FIGURE 7 
THEOREM 2. If .G& is obtained by deforming the “dark” portion of the 
bowtdary of Theorem I into a piecewise smooth arc A, , then as k -+ co 
U(X, X0; k) = U,,(X, X0; k) * [l + O(exp{- k’/“u})], 
un$ormly in X, for XE S,<(X,) - .T?Z. 
Here S>(X,,) is any bounded closed subset of the shadow S,(X,,) of 93s, 
and W is the “region of influence” of A, defined as follows. Let e be the end 
of A, closest to the illuminated side of 9Ia , and let f be a point on ga between 
e, and the shadow boundary at g. Let f’ be a point on 93a between the other 
end of A, and the shadow boundary, that is as far from the illuminated side 
of 9a as f. Assume f is so located that the tangents to 37s at f and f’ have no 
points on A, . 9 is that part of 8,(X,) bounded by 9Ya, and the tangents 
from f and f’ (see Fig. 8). 
Applying Green’s second identity to U,(X, X’; k) and U,(X’, X0; k), and 
then integrating over the region 8a (7 8” , we get the integral equation 
U&F X,; k) = U,(X, X,,; k) - I,@‘, Xc,; 4 + I&C Xc,; f-9, 
where 
I~(x, x,; k) = J:, ncR U&X’, X,,; k) -2 (X, X’; k) * I dx’ / 
a 1 
and 
&(x, x0; k) = s, na -~ ntsr 2 (xl, X,; k) . G(X, x’; k) . I dx’ I a 
1 2 2 1 
To prove Theorem 2 we show that as k -+ co, 
I,(X, X0; k) - 1,(X, X,,; k) = U,(X, 4,; k) * O(eq$-- k1’3yH, 
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FIGURE 8 
uniformly in X for X E S,<(X,) - 9. Set 
U,(X, x’; k) = @(X, x’; k) + f @(k 1 x - X’ I) 
in the above integrals and use Schwarz’ inequality to make the estimates 
and 
I &(X9 X0; WI -<pnT I udx’, X0; 41 
-‘[ 
1 
Lll2 
2 is I a2 
= (X, x’; k) 1’ 1 dx’ 1/1’2 
an 
+ /, / % (k I X - x’ I) ( I dx’ I] , 
I&(X, X,,; k)] < Li’2 - max 
d,n#&?,nl, 
-$ (X’, X,,; k) 
. 
[ 
p . 
1 -max B1”B2-9J,n12 
1 U:‘(X, X’; k)l 
+ I,,, I @)(k I X - x’ Ol” * I dx’ I/] , 
where L, is the length of &$Y2 . 
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By essentially the same argument used to prove Theorem 1 we get the 
result that as K + co 
2 (xl, x0; K) = $$ (X’, X0; k) * [l + O(exp{- Pk>)], 
uniformly in x’ for X’ E S,<(X,) (C S,‘(X,)). 
It follows from this result, Theorem I, the estimates of Morawetz and 
Ludwig [3], and the above inequalities that, as k --+ CO, 
uniformly in X for X E S,<(X,) - 9. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that, as k -+ CO, 
U;‘(X, X0; k) = O(P2 exp{ + P3(Im TJ a-“‘“A,(X, X0)}) 
uniformly in X for X E S,<(X,) - W (C S,<(X,)). 
Furthermore, as k + CO 
= il O(k-1/2 exp{- k113(Im TJ a-2/3h,(Xm , X0)}), 
and 
= i O(W2 exp{- K113(Im TJ a-2/3hm(.& , X0)}), 
1 
where 
with 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we show that if X E S:(X,,) -99 then 
--A&%, X0) < --h<w, X0) - 4 
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where A is positive and independent of X. It then follows from the above 
estimates that, as K + co, 
1,(X, X0; K) = rgz j U,(xl, X0; k)] * O(H2) 
= j Ll(YX, X0; R)l - O(exp{- W3r}), 
= I WT x0; 4 - O(exp{- ~‘13r>>, 
uniformly in X, X E S,<(X,) - L3T. 
Now, if 0 < 0 < n, and X E S,<(X,) - W, then 
(i) L(X x0) = M-T x0), 4 = 0, 
(ii) &(4 , x0> = JWK x0) + v&Q, VI(~) > 0, 
Statements (i)-(iii) imply the inequality 
-WC , X0) G --h<(X, -&I> - n (see Fig. 9). 
If VT < 6~ < 2~7, and XE S,<(X,,) - .c%?;, then 
(i) &(X9 x0) = h2(-F XJ, 4 = 0, 
(4 MX*, xo)l~o=o = h2(X*, -G>l~o=2n , 
(iii) h(% , x0) = 4(X*, &)ls,=o + v2 , v2 > 0, 
(iv) h2(X*, -%4~,=2~ 2 h2GC &Js,=~ , 
FIGURE 9 
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Statements (i)-(iv) imply the inequality 
-X,(X1, X0) < -h.,(X, X0) - A (see Fig. IO). 
It follows from the above series of inequalities that, for all 
x E S,‘(X,) - St’, 
-wG 1 X0) < --h,(X X0) - 4 
and similarly that 
-A,(.& , X0) < --h,(X, X0) - A 
FIGURE 10 
CONCLUSION 
In Theorems 1 and 2 we could just as well let a,, be any convex curve such 
that U,(X, X,,; K) behaves asymptotically as predicted by the geometrical 
theory of diffraction. 
Furthermore, asymptotic approximations similar to the above can be 
obtained in 3-dimensions for perturbed spheres or for star-shaped perturba- 
tions of any convex surface S for which the geometrical theory of diffraction is 
known to be valid. 
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